One-dimensional physical reference models for the upper mantle and transition zone: Combining seismic and mineral physics constraints
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[1] One-dimensional seismic reference models are known to be a nonunique solution to global seismic data, hampering an interpretation in terms of physical structure. Here we test the compatibility of the simplest hypothesis of a mantle convecting as a whole, with a constant pyrolitic composition with phase transitions, directly against the kind of seismic data that went into global seismic reference models, focusing on upper mantle structure down to 800 km depth. By randomly varying the elastic and anelastic parameters of the main mantle minerals within their uncertainty bounds, we generate a set of 100,000 adiabatic, pyrolitic models. A small number of these models (<0.1%) give a fit to far-regional \( P \) and \( S \) travel times (reprocessed ISC catalog, \( \Delta = 18.5^\circ - 26^\circ \)) and fundamental spheroidal and toroidal modes (reference Earth model Web page, \( l > 60 \)) that is as satisfactory as the fit of preliminary reference Earth model (PREM) or AK135(-F).

Although the accepted models have widely different combinations of the mineral parameters, there is a preference for a relatively high olivine shear modulus and its pressure and temperature derivatives, relatively low wadsleyite bulk and shear parameters, and relatively high ringwoodite bulk modulus derivatives. The resulting seismic profiles are very similar and, compared to PREM or AK135, have lower velocities above 400 km, larger jumps near “410,” lower transition zone gradients, lower jumps around “660,” and stronger gradients directly below. Such physical models that fit seismic data well enough to be useful as a seismic reference model can significantly facilitate physical interpretation of seismic structures.


1. Introduction

[2] The knowledge of thermal and compositional structure of the mantle is fundamental for understanding the Earth’s internal dynamics. Interpretation of seismological observations in terms of these parameters, based on insights from mineral physics, constitutes the main source of information. With ever improving resolution of three-dimensional seismic models [e.g., Bijwaard and Spakman, 2000; Grand, 2002; Masters et al., 2000; Risbey et al., 2004], as well as increasing quality of the mineral physics constraints on elastic [e.g., Liebermann, 2000] and anelastic [e.g., Jackson, 2000; Jackson et al., 2002] seismic properties at appropriate temperatures, pressures and frequencies, an increasingly comprehensive quantitative physical interpretation is becoming feasible.

[3] Physical interpretation started with the first available spherical seismic models of the Earth. Already Birch [1952] and Bullen [1975] recognized that the seismic gradients of the upper mantle’s transition zone require additional phase and/or chemical transitions. By now, it is well accepted that common mantle minerals do change phase in this depth range and that the dominant mantle mineral, olivine, transforms at the right pressure and temperature conditions to account for the global seismic discontinuities at around 410 and 660 km depth. However, the question whether phase transitions alone are sufficient or whether additional changes in chemistry are required is one that keeps on...
resurfacing. For example, a recent tomographic study finds indications of global layering of the mantle at 660 km [Gu et al., 2001], which would probably require a change in chemistry at that depth or at least stronger phase transition effects than those given by current mineral physics data. Another recent study proposed that the transition zone is richer in water than the mantle above and below [Bercovici and Karato, 2003], a compositional change that should affect seismic velocities. Although, to a first order, the seismic properties of the main discontinuities do correspond to those of the olivine-system phase transitions, it is still debated whether topography, width of the transitions and possibly even depth [Iriti et al., 1998; Shim et al., 2001] agree in detail with these transitions [Helffrich et al., 2003; Shearer, 2000; Xu et al., 2003]. Adding to this debate is the fact that it has long been recognized that the jump around 410 km in the most common seismic 1-D models is less than that predicted for a pyrolitic mantle [Katsura et al., 2004; Stixrude, 1997]. Some authors [e.g., Duffy and Anderson, 1989] have interpreted this as an indication of a different (less olivine-rich) mantle composition. Others [Ito and Stixrude, 1992; Jackson and Riden, 1998; Weidner, 1985] found the uncertainties in seismic models and/or mineral physics data large enough to accommodate the difference. Also the seismic jumps around 660 km depth are somewhat different from those given by a pyrolitic model. The difference is less than at 410 and is generally attributed to a significant gradient below the ringwoodite to perovskite + magnesiowüstite transition due to the transformation of garnet, which may be partially mapped into the jump in the seismic models due to a lack of depth resolution.

[4] Often forgotten in these discussions is that transition zone structure is actually not well resolved by the data that went into the most commonly used global reference models, AK135 [Engdahl et al., 1998; Kennett et al., 1995] and PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. Furthermore, the structure of these seismic models is influenced by the chosen parameterization. The model AK135 was constructed as a reference model for travel time data to be used for, for example, earthquake relocation problems and seismic phase identification. AK135 was derived from fitting ISC travel time data for P and S waves at distances beyond those where the transition zone triplications affect the picks. It comprises isotropic P and S velocity profiles. A modification, AK135-F [Montagner and Kennett, 1996], also includes a density and anelasticity structure, derived by adding constraints from normal mode data. The Preliminary Earth Reference Model (PREM) is dominated by the constraints from free oscillation frequencies and surface wave dispersion curves, but also included a set of P wave and S wave travel times. In addition, the model was constrained to fit the Earth’s mass and moment of inertia. PREM gives Vp, Vs, density, and anelasticity and radial anisotropic structure for both P and S velocities. Both AK135 and PREM are widely used and give very good first-order fits to travel times and mode data, respectively. Seismically, there has been little reason to update them, apart from possibly eliminating the 220 km discontinuity in PREM, which many people now think is not a global isotropic feature [Deuss and Woodhouse, 2002; Gung et al., 2003; Leven et al., 1981].

[5] However, for the physical interpretation of seismic structure there is reason to reevaluate these models. Under upper mantle conditions, seismic velocities depend non-linearly on temperature due to the influence of anelasticity [Cammarano et al., 2003; Karato, 1993; Sobolev et al., 1997], which means that one needs absolute velocities for a thermal interpretation. Not all seismic inversions are sensitive to the one-dimensional background structure. For example, regional teleseismic travel time models mainly resolve anomalies relative to the (unknown) one-dimensional average structure below the stations. Furthermore, most seismic inversions are damped toward a starting model that very often is one of the global reference models. Thus a good understanding of one-dimensional seismic structure is crucial for physical interpretation. Temperature has a dominant influence on upper mantle seismic structure, but other parameters (chemistry, fluids, and melt) may contribute as well. To separate these effects, one often compares relative anomalies in P, S velocity and density [e.g., Cammarano et al., 2003; Karato and Karki, 2001; Masters et al., 2000; Soltzer et al., 2001], as the different seismic parameters have different sensitivities to the various physical parameters. For this too, it is crucial that one understands what the reference structure means, and whether reference Vp, Vs and density actually correspond to the same physical conditions.

[6] Our aim in this paper is to define a physical one-dimensional model for the upper mantle that can be used for seismic inversions and aid their interpretation. Our analysis is an illustration of how this problem can be approached and gives a first set of physical reference models. These models can certainly be improved with better mineral physics constraints, different seismic data sets (that provide better transition zone constraints), and possibly with a more comprehensive search of the model space. However, even the current setup already provides insight into the constraints on average upper mantle structure.

[7] The simplest hypothesis for a reference physical structure is that of a mantle with constant composition, pyrolite with phase transitions, and convecting as a whole, i.e., with a thermal boundary layer at the mantle’s top (and base), and adiabatic in between. We test whether such a structure is, within the uncertainties of mineral physics data, consistent with data similar to those used in the common 1-D reference models, i.e., seismic travel times (direct P and S) and fundamental mode frequencies (both spheroidal and toroidal). We find a set of models that satisfy mineral physics constraints on elastic and anelastic parameters of mantle minerals as well as seismic data. In this paper, we treat the upper mantle and transition zone, extending our models to 800 km depth to encompass all phase transitions of major upper mantle minerals (for simplicity, we will refer to this as the upper mantle in the rest of the paper). The lower mantle is investigated separately (Cammarano et al., manuscript submitted to EPSL).

2. Method

[8] To help describe the method used in this paper, we may think of our problem as a typical inverse problem \( \mathbf{A} \cdot \mathbf{x} = \mathbf{b} \) that treats the seismic data as the data vector \( \mathbf{b} \), and the mineral physics parameters as the solution vector \( \mathbf{x} \). Model description \( \mathbf{A} \) relates the mineral physics parameters for a pyrolite, adiabatic mantle to seismic structure. Uncertainty ranges in the experimental and theoretical elastic and
anelastic mineral parameters as determined by Cammarano et al. [2003] bound the considered solution space. Our problem is very nonlinear, and we cannot set up an actual matrix of partial derivatives $A$. Instead, we forward calculate synthetic seismic profiles from sets of mineral physics parameters chosen in a Monte Carlo search of the solution space. The resulting profiles are evaluated for their compatibility with the seismic data. This "inversion" is done in three steps (see the flowchart in Figure 1). In the first step, selection criteria based on independent seismic constraints on average upper mantle velocities and discontinuity jumps narrow the search space significantly without calculating full fits to the seismic data. In the second step, we test the fit of this narrowed down pyrolite model set to the travel times and normal mode frequencies, independently. In the third step, models that provide a satisfactory fit to both types of seismic data are selected and the solutions are analyzed.

2.1. Physical Model

[9] As a physical model, we chose a pyrolitic mantle with the thermal structure of a 60 m.y. old oceanic lithosphere and an adiabat with a potential temperature of 1300°C. Pyrolite is the most widely accepted (although not the only) model of mantle composition, and generally compatible with a large range of petrologic, geochemical and seismic observations [Ringwood, 1975]. The pyrolite composition at surface conditions used, is: 61.7% Olivine, 15.3% Garnet, 13.3% CPX, 5.2% OPX, 4.5% jadeite [Irifune and Ringwood, 1987]. Slightly different versions of pyrolite will not modify our results as seismic velocities have only limited sensitivity to composition at upper mantle depths [Cammarano et al., 2003], especially to variations as small as the differences between pyrolitic models. The changes in mineralogy with depth are computed according to the experimental phase diagrams compiled by Ita and Stixrude [1992]. Uncertainties in these phase diagrams are not taken into account in our current analysis, although they may be significant (for instance, errors of around 0.5 GPa, circa 15 km, in transition pressure are not unusual (D. Frost, personal communication, 2002)). Phase diagrams determined in thermodynamic equilibrium calculations [e.g., Bina and Helffrich, 1992; Connolly and Petrini, 2002; Mattern et al., 2003] would allow for a better propagation of errors, but still have large uncertainties due to the limited availability of the necessary experimental parameters and the uncertain influence of secondary components.

[10] For the thermal structure we decided to use the simpler oceanic situation (without radiogenic heat production) as a reference structure, and chose an oceanic lithosphere of medium age. This thermal structure intersects that of the mantle adiabat at circa 110 km depth. The potential temperature of the convecting mantle is relatively tightly constrained around 1300°C (within ±50°C) from the petrogenesis of mid-ocean ridge basalts [e.g., Green et al., 1999]. Variations in adiabatic temperatures due to different choices of the mineral parameters are generally small, on the order of 10°C.

[11] The model does not include a physical reference for the crust. The large lateral variations in crustal structure hamper defining a useful physical reference structure. Instead we use PREM’s global average structure (for the travel time calculations without water layer) with a crustal thickness of 24 km and average $V_P$ and $V_S$ (below the water layer) of 6.175 and 3.462 km/s, respectively. For fitting the
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**Figure 1.** Flowchart illustrating the steps in our inversion procedure.
ISC travel times we find that we need to modify the crustal structure to a more continental one, as discussed below. Although not as variable in composition as the crust, the lithosphere also exhibits significant lateral variability down to about 350 km depth [Ritsema et al., 2004], including possibly systematic variations in chemistry between oceanic and (old) continental lithosphere. However, the seismic data we use are mainly sensitive to average crust plus lithosphere structure. Therefore we decided to keep one physical reference structure for the lithosphere and modify only the crust for continent-ocean differences if necessary.

[12] Finally, we test an isotropic physical reference model. Seismic anisotropy may be considerable, especially at shallow mantle depths. However, there is no obvious physical one-dimensional reference model for the amount and orientation of anisotropy. Although the intrinsic anisotropy of the main mantle minerals is known, the resulting large-scale anisotropy depends on stress, strain, temperature, deformation mechanism and water content [Karato, 1998]. The choice of an isotropic model will somewhat hamper the simultaneous fit of spheroidal and toroidal modes.

2.2. Seismic Data

[13] The travel times used are direct P and S phase travel times from the reprocessed catalog [Engdahl et al., 1998; E. R. Engdahl, personal communication, 2001] which is based on ISC data until 2000 (for simplicity, we will refer to this data set as ISC data). Only the highest quality data in the catalog have been included in our analysis (those marked as having a precision of 1/10 of a second). The catalog contains ten times more P (1,021,214) than S (110,225) arrivals and the quality of the P data is better. S residuals may contain biases because they may be affected by phase misidentifications and were not used in the reprocessing. We minimize the misfit of data at far-regional epicentral distances, between 18.5° and 26° for P, and 19.5° and 26° for S, thus excluding the arrivals of Ph and 3V at shorter epicentral distances. These phases directly sample the transition zone with rays turning below 300 and above 800 km depth. Above 300 km only the average structure contributes to the data fit, i.e., we cannot differentiate between crustal and lithospheric structure. Identifying arrivals at far-regional distances is complicated by triplications. For this reason, AK135 minimized only the misfit of data at epicentral distances larger than 25°. However, the scatter of the reprocessed travel times before 26° is only slightly higher than that of arrivals at larger distances and the distribution in each distance interval is close to Gaussian, showing no obvious skew because of picks of a later triplication branch. We use the standard deviation of the scatter as an estimate of travel time uncertainty. Despite the large number of data, spatial coverage at these epicentral distances is sparse and strongly biased toward continents and subduction zones.

[14] Normal mode mean frequency data have been selected from the REM (reference Earth model) Web page (http://mahi.ucsd.edu/Gabi/rem.html). Our physical reference models only have structure up to 800 km depth, so we selected normal modes with sensitivity above 800 km. This corresponds to fundamental branch modes with angular order larger than 60; we did not include overtones which have deeper sensitivity. Both spheroidal (i.e., corresponding to Rayleigh waves at periods 50–153 s) and toroidal (corresponding to Love waves at periods 58–139 s) modes have been used. Note that these data are especially sensitive to structure in the shallow mantle above 400–500 km depth and have only a limited sensitivity to the deepest transition zone. We compute the normal mode frequencies and compare with the observations. This is equivalent to comparing phase velocities and dispersion curves. The data set is similar as was used for the PREM model, but PREM only included spheroidal modes/Rayleigh waves up to 61 s and toroidal modes/Love waves up to 125 s. It also constitutes an update compared to the frequency values used in AK135-F.

2.3. Mineral Physics Data

[15] Seismic velocities depend on the elastic shear and bulk modulus, density and anelasticity (intrinsic seismic attenuation, due to nonelastic energy loss). For the Monte Carlo search we allow the elastic bulk and shear modulus, their pressure and temperature derivatives and thermal expansion to vary within the uncertainties bounds defined by Cammarano et al. [2003]. We do this for the magnesium end-members of six upper mantle minerals: olivine, wadsleyite, ringwoodite, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and garnet, and three lower mantle minerals: perovskite, magnesiowüstite and calcium-perovskite. Some parameters that have only a minor influence on seismic velocities are kept fixed to the average values of Cammarano et al. [2003]. These are density at zero pressure and temperature (which has very small uncertainty bounds), the properties of the iron end-members and other minor constituents: jadeite, grossular garnet and Na-majorite. These choices were made after testing the sensitivity of seismic velocities to the various elastic mineral parameters. We find that velocities are significantly sensitive to all parameters we changed. Although seismic velocities will change most when zero-pressure bulk and shear moduli are changed (e.g., for olivine, a 0.2 to 0.5% velocity change for a 1% change in modulus), the uncertainties in the pressure and temperature derivatives are an order of magnitude larger (around 10%) giving them a similar total effect on velocity (0.3–1.2% for olivine). The sensitivity to an individual parameter is complex, as it changes as a function of pressure and temperature as well as in conjunction with the values of other parameters. These tests also emphasize the very nonunique relation between seismic velocities and mineral parameters, allowing the same variations in seismic velocity to be achieved by many possible combined variations in mineral parameters.

[16] In addition, we randomly choose shear anelasticity models from a set of eight models defined by Cammarano et al. [2003]. The anelasticity models differ in their depth and temperature dependence, based on the limited set of experimental constraints. For an adiabat with a 1300°C potential temperature, they all give attenuation curves that are within the range of 1-D seismic attenuation models. Bulk attenuation is kept fixed as in Cammarano et al. [2003]. We do not include any frequency dependence of Q (although this is in the original models defined by Cammarano et al. [2003]) and use the 1 Hz values.
Frequency dependence of $Q$ has been thought to be weak and is commonly neglected (as in PREM and AK135) [e.g., Aki and Richards, 2002]. Recent seismological work [e.g., Cheng and Kennett, 2002; Shito et al., 2004] and laboratory studies [Jackson, 2000] have found that frequency-dependent effects may be more significant. However, because of the large uncertainties in the anelasticity parameters, and trade-offs between frequency and depth dependence at a given reference frequency [Oki et al., 2004], we decided to use a simplified $Q$ parameterization, without frequency dependence, and include uncertainties through the use of a set of seismically reasonable $Q$ profiles. Frequency-dependent anelasticity affects a combined body wave and normal mode fit. However, because our body wave and normal mode data sets have their main sensitivity in complementary parts of the upper mantle, we do not think this choice will have a significant effect on our final conclusions. For more detail on the constraints for the mineral parameters and a full list of references, we refer to Cammarano et al. [2003]. Altogether, a total of 70 parameters are varied.

2.4. Forward Calculation of Seismic Velocities

[17] Using the mineral physics parameters, velocities were calculated at appropriate pressure and temperature conditions in four steps [Cammarano et al., 2003]: (1) elastic mineral parameters are extrapolated in temperature for zero pressure, (2) high-temperature elastic parameters are extrapolated in pressure along an adiabat using a Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (EOS), (3) A Hashin-Strikman averaging of the high pressure and temperature parameters gives elastic velocities and density for the mineralogy according to the phase diagram, (4) the temperature and pressure-dependent effect of anelasticity is added. Above 660 km depth, we use a linear temperature correction and a third-order EOS like Cammarano et al. [2003]. Below 660 km depth, a nonlinear temperature extrapolation using the Anderson-Grüneisen parameter and a fourth-order EOS are applied. Although the higher order extrapolation is not critical down to 800 km depth, it is more appropriate for the lower mantle (F. Cammarano et al., manuscript in preparation, 2004). As the second-order pressure derivatives for bulk and shear modulus are also needed when a fourth-order EOS is used, there are nine elastic parameters to be varied for each lower mantle mineral, while there are only seven per upper mantle mineral.

2.5. Inversion Procedure

[18] By randomly varying the mineral physics parameters within their uncertainty bounds, we define a set of 100,000 upper mantle models. This number of models does not constitute an exhaustive exploration of the parameter space, which at the moment is computationally unfeasible. For example, in our case, 70 parameters are varied: if one allows each one to assume one of ten fixed values, the number of combinations will be $10^{70}$, the so-called “curse of dimensionality”. However, the solutions found for different subsets of the explored model space are very similar and therefore our conclusions in locating the key mineral physics parameters are robust. More caution is to be used in analyzing the correlation between the parameters involved, but some general inferences can be made as well.

[19] Other global search procedures, such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing or the neighborhood algorithm [Sambridge, 1999, and references therein], could do a similar job as our Monte Carlo type inversion. Our search is optimized by the use of a priori seismic information, which on the one hand saves a lot of computing time, and on the other allows a selection of the best individuals in the population. Other methods would require tuning to deal with the complicated fitness landscape in our problem, where the relation between mineral physics parameters and seismic data is extremely nonlinear, and parameter trade-offs lead to a set of quite different minima spread widely across the solution space. For a complete review of the pros and cons of different inversion strategies, see Sambridge and Mosegaard [2002].

3. Results

[20] We discuss the results of our inversion and show what the selectivity is of each of the steps (Figure 1) of the procedure.

3.1. First Selection

[21] In a first step, we discard all models that do not satisfy a set of basic seismic selection criteria (Table 1). We found that these characteristics of the models are important for a reasonable seismic fit. Although the ISC travel time data and the fundamental mode data set do not strongly constrain the detailed velocity gradients and jumps in the upper mantle, they do put significant constraints on the average velocities for the whole depth interval 0–800 km. Average $V_P$ and $V_S$, $\langle V_P \rangle$ and $\langle V_S \rangle$, of AK135, AK135-F and PREM are all very close (Figure 2a). Only pyrolite models with a $\langle V_P \rangle$ of $9.195 \pm 0.5\%$ km/s and $\langle V_S \rangle$ of $5.055 \pm 0.9\%$ km/s are kept (Table 1). These bounds include a reasonable range of average velocities when one looks at the range of the seismic reference models. However, the ISC travel times and normal mode frequency data may be sampling a different average crustal structure due to the continental distribution bias of the travel time data. The large bounds allow for significant uncertainty in crust+lithosphere structure.

[22] Regional seismic studies of the amplitude jumps at around 410 and 660 km depth give a large range of values. Shearer [2000] compiled data from various upper mantle velocity models in different (mostly continental) regions. This compilation gives generally larger $V_P$ and $V_S$ jumps at 410 km than those in the PREM and AK135 models. The global seismic data we use are not sensitive to details of the velocity distribution around the mantle discontinuities. Pyrolite models with a very large jump at the olivine-wadsleyite transition, however, do give a poor fit to the seismic data, as a large jump implies very high transition zone velocities that need to be compensated by slow velocities above 400 km to preserve average velocities. Furthermore, a large jump introduces considerable structure in the travel time residuals (see below). Therefore we rejected models with jumps much larger than the range found by Shearer [2000] and discard those that have a larger $\Delta V_P$ or $\Delta V_S$ than 8.5\% (compare with PREM 2.5\% for $\Delta V_P$ and 3.35\% for $\Delta V_S$, and AK135 and AK135-F 3.59\% for $\Delta V_P$ and 4.22\% for $\Delta V_S$) (Figure 2b and Table 1). There
is a better agreement between the seismic and pyrolite velocity jumps at 660 km, especially for $\Delta V_S$ (Figure 2c). On the basis of Shearer’s compilation we again reject pyrolite models with jumps that are too extreme (Table 1), in this case mainly those that have too small a $\Delta V_P$ (~2%), a small portion of the models.

[21] We also applied some constraints on the density average and jumps, but these do not reject any of the models (Table 1). Most selective are the constraints on the jump in $\Delta V_P$ at 410 km depth. Only about 12% (12,036) of the initial 100,000 models pass these first selection criteria. The degree of selectivity and the remaining set of models is very similar for a subset of only 10,000 models, giving us confidence in the stability of these results. Subsequently, we calculate the fit of all models that pass this first step to travel times and normal mode frequencies (Figure 1).

3.2. Step 2: Travel Time Data Fit

[24] Figure 3 shows the mean and standard deviation of the ISC travel time data relative to AK135. Also shown are the same data relative to AK135 after applying ellipticity and station (path averaging) corrections [Engdahl et al., 1998]. These corrections give only a minor reduction of the scatter. Note that in the distance range where the AK135 misfit was minimized, the residual curve is almost flat, and $P$ residuals are close to 0s, but AK135 is almost 1s fast compared to the average of the more poorly constrained $S$ travel times. In the far-regional distance range, where data sample only the upper mantle, there is structure in the mean residuals. Mean $P$ residuals to PREM show a similar trend with structure in the distance range $<25^\circ$, and a flat residual beyond. In addition, there is a systematic offset of about +1s. Antolik et al. [2001] find that a correction for three-dimensional crustal $P$ velocity structure using CRUST 5.1 [Mooney et al., 1998] largely removes this shift (slightly overcompensating it), without influencing the residuals’ structure significantly. A similar shift can also be achieved by lowering average crustal $V_P$ by a uniform 12% relative to PREM’s global average, without changing crustal thickness, a velocity difference similar to the difference between an average continental crustal velocity and PREM. This emphasizes the continental bias of the travel time data at far-regional distances, and shows the considerable effect that crustal (+lithospheric) structure can have on the average

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>Selectivity, Percent of Models Selected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constraints</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta V_P$ 410</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta V_P$ 410</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta V_P$ 410</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta V_P$ 660</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta V_S$ 660</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta r$ 660</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle P \rangle$ (0 – 800 km)</td>
<td>9.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle S \rangle$ (0 – 800 km)</td>
<td>5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle r \rangle$ (0 – 800 km)</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aConstraints are used for amplitude jumps at mantle discontinuities and average velocity (depth range 0 –800 km). Note the similarity between the subset of $10^4$ models and the total $10^5$ models computed. Note 12,036 models out of 100,000 pass the first selection.
residual of the travel time data. PREM far-regional S residuals are overall low and show more structure which persists to distances as large as 300–800 km, while the offsets are mainly the effect of shallower structure. The relatively well-constrained bulk modulus properties of mantle minerals, result in a similar trend for all P models, reflecting that the pyrolite models generally have lower velocities than the seismic models above 410 and higher velocities below. The residual patterns of the S models are more variable and show a less strong structure. Note that the models rejected in the first step because of their too large jump at 410 would give residuals with an even stronger structure.

[25] We separate the measure of misfit in two parts, a mean offset characterizing the misfit of PREM crust plus mantle structure above 300 km, and a standard deviation relative to this mean that characterizes the misfit due to structure between 300–800 km depth. As the pyrolite models do not include a physical reference structure for

![Figure 3](image-url) Travel time summary data from the reprocessed ISC catalog for 1964 through 2000 [Engdahl et al., 1998]. Travel times relative to AK135 for events between 5 and 15 km depth are averaged over 0.5° intervals to obtain the shown mean and standard deviations. For comparison, P wave travel times corrected by Antolik et al. [2001] for crustal structure and travel times relative to PREM are also shown.

![Figure 4](image-url) P and S travel time residuals relative to AK135 of 1000 pyrolite models, representative of the fit of the full 100,000 set, compared with the mean data residuals relative to AK135 (solid gray line), PREM (long-dashed line), and AK135-F (short-dashed line). Light gray lines are mineralogical models with average properties with (long-dashed) and without (short-dashed) anelasticity (anelasticity model Q5).
residuals do not require the strong crustal correction that the $P$ data indicate (Figure 4). The less extreme shift required for $\langle V_P \rangle_c$ could be affected by systematic biases in the $S$ travel times due to sparser distribution, picking or reprocessing. Furthermore, crustal $S$ velocities in CRUST2.0 are less well constrained than $V_P$ and often inferred from a scaling relation between $V_P$ and $V_S$. Only the models that require the most extreme crustal corrections (Figure 6 and Table 2) are rejected, leaving 382 selected models, i.e., slightly less than 0.4% of the original model space. This crustal inversion aims at determining the reliability of the upper mantle models and not at providing an alternative reference crustal structure. Although not optimal, this procedure is acceptable for the travel time data that sense only average velocity and not detailed structure above 300 km. The crustal corrections show that the required shallow mantle average velocity can be reconciled with continental structure. For the normal mode frequencies that do have sensitivity to the shallower structure, an oceanic base model is a reasonable choice. Ultimately, a global reference model may need to at least include a continent-ocean dichotomy [Dziewonski et al., 1975]. Such a physical model would probably reject even more parameter combinations.

[29] For the models shifted according to $\langle V_{PS} \rangle_c$, we calculate a far-regional misfit between data and model using the same criterion as was used for AK135 [Engdahl et al., 1998; Kennett et al., 1995]:

$$\psi_{PS} = \frac{1}{N_{PS}} \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N_S} \left( \frac{\sigma_{j}^{obs} - \sigma_{j}^{mod}}{\sigma_{j}} \right)^2}{N_{PS}}}$$

where $N_{PS}$ is the total number of measurements, $\sigma_{j}^{obs}$ is the travel time observed, $\sigma_{j}^{mod}$ is the computed travel time for each model, and $\sigma_{j}$ is the standard deviation of the data spread (see Figure 3). Figure 7 shows the misfit for all models from step 1 and those rejected based on shape misfit and crustal correction. The misfit of the selected models is very acceptable when compared with seismic models. Note that this misfit is not used for rejecting models.

### 3.3. Step 2: Normal Mode Frequency Fit

[30] Independently, we analyzed the models that passed step 1 for their fit to the fundamental mode frequencies. The normal mode central frequencies are calculated by solving the differential equations governing free oscillations and using numerical integration [Woodhouse, 1988]. The mean frequency measurements correspond to the

![Figure 5. Standard deviation of $P$ and $S$ residuals of all pyrolyte models relative to their mean, compared with structure of PREM (circle), AK135 (diamond), and AK135-F (triangle) residuals. Here $\sigma_P$ and $\sigma_S$ are a proxy for the fit to upper mantle structure between 300 and 800 km depth, i.e., without crust and lithosphere. The gray box marks the limits used for selecting acceptable models.](image-url)
degree-zero part of phase velocity maps, and are only sensitive to spherically averaged Earth structure. The aspherical structure (degree larger than zero) in the phase velocity maps is sensitive to crustal and upper mantle structure. By only using the mean frequencies, we average the influence of lateral velocity variations in the crust and continental versus oceanic differences (which are dominated by degree 2 structure). So for the normal mode data we do not have the same complications with crustal structure as for the travel time data.

We aim to find models with a misfit to the normal mode frequencies as acceptable as the misfit for the PREM model. The misfit function is similar to the one used for the travel time misfit. Anisotropy is needed to reconcile Love and Rayleigh wave data [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]. Consequently, transverse (vertically symmetric) isotropy was introduced in PREM above 220 km depth to improve the total data fit to short period spheroidal and toroidal mode data. We compared the misfit for anisotropic PREM with its Voigt average isotropic equivalent to investigate the influence of anisotropy. Figure 8 shows the misfit between the REM best estimate mean frequencies and the anisotropic and isotropic versions of the PREM model. The anisotropic-PREM fit for the spheroidal modes is slightly worse than that of isotropic PREM, while anisotropy results in significant improvement of the toroidal mode misfit. We also show the misfit for the (isotropic) AK135-F model, which was obtained from AK-135 by adding normal mode frequencies to the inversion [Montagner and Kennett, 1996]. We
cannot compute the misfit for AK135, as that model does not include a density or anelasticity model, required for computing normal mode frequencies. It is interesting to note that none of the three models fits the observed modal frequencies within the error boundaries of the observations, where it needs to be added that we use an expanded data set compared to what was used in constructing these models.

There is no anisotropy in our physical reference models, so we do not expect to find as good a misfit as anisotropic PREM. We decided as a compromise that the selected (isotropic) pyrolite models are required to have a combined mode misfit (Rayleigh+Love) less than isotropic PREM and a spheroidal misfit less than anisotropic PREM. Figure 9 shows the misfit characteristics for the 12,036 models that pass the first step; 1932 models out of the 12,036, i.e., slightly less than 2% of the original 100,000, pass the step 2 selection criteria for the normal mode misfit.

### 3.4. Step 3: Combined Body Wave and Mode Data Fit

In Figure 10 the overall \((P\) and \(S\)) travel time fit to transition zone structure and the fit to mode frequencies (spheroidal and toroidal) are compared. There is no correlation between the two fits. Many pyrolite models with a good fit for mode data have a bad fit for travel time data at far-regional distances and vice versa. A few models have a slightly better overall travel time fit than AK135 at these distances, because they fit \(S\) travel times a bit better. As expected, also only a few models do better than isotropic PREM in fitting the modes. However, we are able to find some models that have a satisfactory fit to all types of data. We define the fit as satisfactory, if the models pass both the mode and the travel time criteria discussed earlier (i.e., less travel time residual shape than PREM and mode fits as well as or better than anisotropic PREM for spheroidal modes and a combined misfit less than isotropic PREM). We obtain 99 best fit models.

Note that this is only 0.1% of the original 100,000 models we generated. We believe that this result is representative of the solution to our inverse problem, as the result is stable for subsets of our model space. It appears to indicate that although possible, it is difficult to reconcile a pyrolitic mantle with global seismic data, given the current mineral physics constraints. However, because a more exhaustive search of the model space is not possible at the moment, we cannot statistically assess the significance of the small number of models accepted. It should be noted that by randomly searching the parameter space we may also include parameter combinations that might be rejected a priori on thermodynamic considerations. This would somewhat shrink our model space and thereby increase the percentage of accepted models. Other uncertainties, e.g., due to the phase diagrams, associated with the pressure and temperature extrapolation of the mineral data, as well as significant uncertainties in attenuation should be further evaluated. With improving data, it may also become possible to assign non-Poissonian probability distributions to the mineral physics parameters within their uncertainty bounds, and even to preferred combinations of certain parameters, which would affect the solution selection and its significance assessment.

### 3.5. Solution Characteristics: Mineral Parameters

For all the elastic parameters varied in the inversion, the selected solutions at the different steps in the procedure are shown in Figure 11. The distribution of the thermal expansion coefficients is represented by its first coefficient only \((\alpha_0)\). Variations in thermal expansivity were included as \(\alpha \pm 20\%\) in overall values [Cammarano et al., 2003]. The \(K''\) and \(G''\) parameters for lower mantle minerals (below 660) are not reported. No systematic variation in the selection of these parameters was found for the depth range analyzed here. The few parameters for which the inversion showed systematic preferences are highlighted. The mode data prefer a very similar parameter distribution as the step 1
family of 12,036 models, i.e., no other values are preferred than those obtained from the constraints on velocity average and "410" and "660" jumps. The travel time data show stronger selectivity, sometimes strengthening the trends defined by the step 1 and mode selections (e.g., for wadsleyite shear modulus parameters), but in some cases also opposing the trends, see for example dK/dT of wadsleyite and ringwoodite or K\textsubscript{0} of ringwoodite. The olivine shear modulus and its derivatives, as well as olivine expansivity are on the high side of the uncertainty range. Relatively low values for the same parameters for wadsleyite are preferred by the seismic data. This reduces the jump across the olivine-wadsleyite transition and is preferred in all steps of the procedure. If larger bounds than the ones constrained by Shearer's compilation are allowed, these trends are similar, with the exception of the preference for high olivine shear properties, which is less strong than in shown in Figure 11. The average velocity constraints require relatively low velocities for both wadsleyite and ringwoodite to offset the large jump at 410, resulting in some systematic preferences also for the ringwoodite parameters (Figure 11). In addition, the travel times prefer transition zone gradients that are on the strong side of the step 1 model family. Perovskite and magnesiowüstite parameters reflect that models with jumps at 660 on the high end of the mineral physics data space are preferred.

Although the mode data have no apparent strong preferences for certain elastic parameter values, they do have a strong preference for anelasticity models Q1 and Q5 (Figure 12). Both these models have a temperature and pressure dependence that is cast in terms of the homologous temperature (T/T\textsubscript{melt}) [Cammarano et al., 2003], which introduces a relatively strong high-attenuation zone at depths less than 200 km, and mild gradients, with cusps at the phase transitions, below. It may seem puzzling that models Q1 and Q5, rather than the almost coincident Q2 and Q5 (or Q1 and Q4), are preferred. Although they give very similar Q values along a 1300°C adiabat, Q2 and Q5 may actually result in more significant differences in velocity gradients with depth. This may lead to a preference for an overall somewhat lower or higher Q value when the depth dependence is changed. The body wave data have little sensitivity to the anelasticity model used, besides requiring an anelastic contribution to the velocities. The mode data are sensitive to Q due to the large range in frequencies they span. However, apparently the travel time
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**Figure 9.** Misfit of all 100,000 models for (top) only spheroidal modes (n = 0, l > 60), (middle) only toroidal modes (n = 0, l > 60), and (bottom) combined, compared with anisotropic PREM (long-dashed line), isotropic PREM (solid line) and AK135-F (short-dashed line). Gray areas mark the criteria applied for accepting models.

![Figure 10](image_url)

**Figure 10.** Combined travel time and mode misfit for first selected models (12,036 out of 100,000) in black, best fit models (1932) for mode data in cyan, best fit for travel times (382) in green, and for both data sets (99 models) in red.
data do prefer the gradients obtained with model Q5 over those for Q1, resulting in almost half of the final set of models having anelasticity model Q5. Not much significance should be attached to the exact parameter values of the preferred Q models; of main interest are their effects on velocity variation, spatially and with frequency.

We also tested for correlations between different parameters. No clear correlations emerge from the sets of selected models, apart from some correlation between olivine-wadsleyite, wadsleyite-ringwoodite and ringwoodite-perovskite, magnesiowüstite parameters as already indicated in the discussion above, and an anti-correlation between bulk and shear parameters for the same minerals. The limited number of accepted models makes a full exploration of correlations between the 69 elastic parameters difficult. If more models were tested, some other parameter combinations may turn out to be possible too. The strong reduction of the number of accepted models by travel time and mode fits, without significantly narrowing the parameter ranges, implies that only very specific combinations of values of the mineral physics parameters work. The very different possible solutions reflect significant trade-off between different mineral parameters to obtain the same velocity values. This very nonlinear nature of the inverse problem justifies the fully explorative search algorithm chosen.

This paper should be viewed as a first illustration of how a physical reference model can be defined by combining seismic and mineral physics data. There is certainly room for improvement in the inversion procedure and solution evaluation [e.g., Sambridge, 1999], as well as in the seismic data set, and mineral physics data and approach. In spite of these limitations, the main results (small number

**Figure 11.** Solution space of the elastic mineral parameters. Shown is the relative frequency of a parameter value within the subset of models left after each selection step: black line, first step (12,036 models); cyan line, second step, best fit to fundamental modes (1932 models); green line, second step, best fit to travel times (382 models); red line, final step, best fit to both data types (99 models). Only the mineral parameters varied are shown (see text).
of acceptable parameter combinations, with widely distributed values, with some preference for certain olivine, wadsleyite and ringwoodite parameter values) emerged as robust under all tests we conducted.

3.6. Solution Characteristics: Seismic Profiles

[39] The 99 accepted velocity models look very similar in terms of their absolute velocities (Figure 13). The differences between seismic one-dimensional models are much larger than the differences between the accepted pyrolitic models. Yet, the seismic data are more discriminating than the model comparison seems to indicate. Other, also similarly looking, models were rejected, for example because average upper mantle velocities were not matched close enough. The mineralogical models have a low-velocity and slightly low-density zone at the transition from lithosphere to adiabatic temperature profile around 100 km depth. $V_P$ and $V_S$ are slower than in seismic models (comparable with oceanic PEM [Dziewonski et al., 1975]) above the 410-km discontinuity. Compared to the seismic models, the pyrolite models give a higher velocity below this depth, but a lower average transition zone gradient than PREM or AK135. Above and below the transition zone, all models are subparallel. In the transition zone, some of the $P$ models have a slightly negative gradient around the wadsleyite-ringwoodite transition. In $V_S$ one can distinguish models with first a slight decrease and then an increase in velocity gradient, as well as models with a steeper gradient around this transformation. Some of the velocity models even have a slightly low velocity zone around 500 km depth. The pyrolitic models mostly have a somewhat smaller jump at 660 km, especially for $V_A$ than the seismic models, but a significantly stronger gradient directly below. Note that we do not model the phase transitions in detail and velocities changes linearly within the phase transition interval. Thus no conclusions on sharpness of the transitions should be drawn from Figure 13. This does not affect our analysis, since the seismic data used have no sensitivity to transition width or structure. The small uncertainty bounds on the mineral physics parameters for density results in a tight range of pyrolitic density models. If the mantle is indeed pyrolitic in composition, our analysis gives much tighter constraints on density than seismic data alone can.

[40] The travel time residuals for the final models (Figure 14) have a different shape than those relative to AK135 or PREM but show no larger variations than these models and these variations fall well within the data scatter. The residuals relative to the mode frequency data are shown in Figure 15. Interestingly, most of the models give residuals to the anelasticity models of the solutions at each step of the inversion (solid line, step 1; long-dashed line, step 2 for modes; short-dashed line, step 2 for travel times; gray line, step 3). Eight anelasticity models used [Cammarano et al., 2003]. These models were constrained by laboratory and seismological data for the upper and shallow lower mantle and are compared with the seismological 1-D attenuation models AK135 [Montagner and Kennett, 1996], PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981], and QL6 [Durek and Ekstrom, 1996]. Models Q1 through Q3 have the same temperature and pressure dependence but differ in scaling parameter. Models Q4 though Q6 again have the same temperature and pressure dependence, which is stronger than that of Q1–Q3. Q7 and Q8 are two models based completely on experimental data [Jackson et al., 2002]. Travel times have little sensitivity to anelasticity, but the mode data have a strong preference for models Q1 and Q5.

Figure 12. (left) Anelasticity models of the solutions at each step of the inversion (solid line, step 1; long-dashed line, step 2 for modes; short-dashed line, step 2 for travel times; gray line, step 3). (right) Eight anelasticity models used [Cammarano et al., 2003]. These models were constrained by laboratory and seismological data for the upper and shallow lower mantle and are compared with the seismological 1-D attenuation models AK135 [Montagner and Kennett, 1996], PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981], and QL6 [Durek and Ekstrom, 1996]. Models Q1 through Q3 have the same temperature and pressure dependence but differ in scaling parameter. Models Q4 though Q6 again have the same temperature and pressure dependence, which is stronger than that of Q1–Q3. Q7 and Q8 are two models based completely on experimental data [Jackson et al., 2002]. Travel times have little sensitivity to anelasticity, but the mode data have a strong preference for models Q1 and Q5.
seismic reference models. Whether the models can also pass more rigorous seismic testing with data sensitive to details of transition zone structure will need to be investigated. The mineral parameters of these models as well as profiles of $V_P$, $V_S$, density, $Q_P$ and $Q_S$ will be made available from the first author (see www.sg.geophys.ethz.ch/geodynamics/fabio/PREFum) so that their usefulness can be assessed in seismic inversions and physical interpretation of their results.

4. Conclusions

[42] The data used to constrain the most commonly used seismic one-dimensional Earth models (PREM and AK135) are not very sensitive to detailed structure (jumps and gradients) of the upper mantle and transition zone [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981; Kennett et al., 1995]. This should be kept in mind when attempting physical interpretation of these 1-D models or any 3-D seismic models that were biased or damped toward such reference models. To answer the question whether jumps and gradients in seismic velocity are compatible with a physical interpretation, such as a constant pyrolite composition with phase transitions, and whole mantle convection with an adiabatic temperature profile across 660 km depth, one should therefore perform tests not with seismic models, but with the seismic data.

[43] We presented a first attempt at such an analysis for the upper mantle and transition zone down to 800 km depth. As a physical model we chose a pyrolitic mantle with a temperature profile corresponding to that of 60 m.y. old oceanic lithosphere with below it an adiabat with a potential temperature of 1300°C (i.e., constant composition and whole mantle convection). It has long been recognized that a pyrolitic mantle introduces a stronger jump in velocity at around 410 km depth than included in either AK135 or PREM. Yet we found a set of models within the bounds of available mineral physics data that provides a good fit to far-regional travel times and fundamental spheroidal and toroidal modes. This requires olivine and wadsleyite parameters that minimize the jump near 410 km, and ringwoodite, perovskite and magnesiowüstite parameters that balance upper mantle velocities toward the well-constrained seismic average. Anelasticity models with a mild depth gradient are preferred by the data. Overall, it is possible to fit the seismic data with mineral parameters throughout the entire uncer-

\textbf{Figure 13.} $V_P$, $V_S$, and density profiles for the final 99 pyrolite models compared with velocities of AK135 (short-dashed gray line), isotropic PREM (long-dashed dark gray line), and oceanic and continental models PEM-O (medium-dashed gray line) and PEM-C (solid gray line) [Dziewonski et al., 1975].
certainty range, but only a limited number of very specific parameter combinations works. The accepted models are seismically quite similar. They are always slower above and faster below 410 km than AK135 or PREM. Also the transition zone gradient is different from these 1-D seismic models, due to the wadsleyite-ringwoodite transition, and some models even have a slightly low velocity zone at depths around 500 km. To fit both data types, we did need to use a continental-type crust for the ISC travel times (which mainly sample continental structure) while using an average crustal structure (from PREM) for fitting the modes. Future physical reference models might want to include continent-ocean dichotomy at crustal and lithospheric level, like the seismic reference models PEM-O and PEM-C [Dziewonski et al., 1975] did.

Less than 0.1% of the models we tested with a Monte Carlo procedure were accepted. This raises the question whether an adiabatic pyrolitic mantle should not be rejected as a plausible physical 1-D reference structure. Because an exhaustive search was computationally not possible we cannot assess the statistical significance of this small number of acceptable models. However, analyses of model subsets indicate that the results are stable and no much larger percentage of acceptable models would be found if more of the model space was searched. Clear is that acceptable solutions exist and only very specific combinations of mineral physics parameters can reconcile a pyrolitic mantle with the global seismic data. These combinations span almost the full uncertainty range of the mineral parameters however, reflecting the very nonunique relation between velocities and mineral parameters. Tighter constraints on certain parameters (e.g., shear parameters for wadsleyite) would provide indications for or against this physical reference structure. Further work is required to assess the validity of the extrapolation of mineral parameters with pressure and temperature. Seismic data with a much stronger sensitivity to depth variations of transition zone structure (phases reflected or converted at the velocity jumps as well as overtones) and more global body wave sampling (including PP and SS phases) would also provide more discriminatory constraints.

Although AK135 provides a better fit to P wave travel times and PREM provides a better fit to normal mode data, our models fit both data well enough for the models to be useful as seismic reference models. Seismic inversions that would use our set of physical reference models could

![Figure 14. Travel time residuals of the final 99 models.](image)

![Figure 15. Fundamental mode frequency residuals for the final 99 models for (top) spheroidal and (bottom) toroidal modes.](image)
test whether deviations require extra complexity such as variations in composition and deviations from adiabatic temperatures. Furthermore, the physical reference models have an associated set of mineral parameters that also determine the derivatives of seismic velocities to temperature and composition, facilitating such interpretation. Note that the inversion yields compatible physical models for $V_p$ and $V_s$, and also provides a reference model for density, even though the seismic data used do not have a very strong sensitivity to density structure.
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